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1. Introduction

Critical thinking is hailed as a key 21
st
 century skill, and is also a main ingredient of deeper learning 

approaches (Adams Becker et al., 2017; Buder & Hesse, 2016). Critical thinking encompasses the 

ability to think in a clear, rational, and open-minded manner that is well-informed by available 

evidence. Educational researchers have long discussed the importance of critical thinking, and they also 

argued that the necessary skill sets for critical thinking are teachable (Halpern, 1998). 

However, the question is how well-equipped our brains are to successfully engage in critical 

thinking. In fact, psychological research strongly suggests that our natural ability to think clearly, 

rationally, and in an open-minded and well-informed manner is prone to several biases. 

Based on the cognitive and social psychological literature, this paper lists some of the most 

important biases that hamper the development of critical thinking. Subsequently, some debiasing 

techniques will be reviewed. They lead to design features of digital technologies that can be used to 

implement debiasing techniques. The overall connections of elements in my argumentation are depicted 

in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Elements of critical thinking, list of cognitive and motivational biases, list of debiasing 

techniques, and technological means to implement the techniques. 

2. Evidence for Biased Information Processing

There is evidence that human information processing is prone to two general types of bias that I will 

refer to as cognitive biases and motivational biases. A cognitive bias refers to the tendency to engage in 
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faulty reasoning in the absence of any particular motivation to do so. Nickerson (1998) discusses 

cognitive biases at some length, and concluded that human information processing overwhelmingly is 

guided by confirmatory processing (confirmation bias). Of particular importance to critical thinking are 

difficulties that learners have in the proper testing of hypotheses, a task that requires clear and rational 

thinking (e.g., testing the rule “If a card has a vowel on one side then it has an even number on the 

opposite side” by selecting from a set of cards; Wason, 1966). 

Moreover, human information processing is also colored by strong motivational biases (Kunda, 

1990), which comes in two broad varieties. While people might be motivated to bias their information 

processing in order to achieve social approval (impression motivation), the most important motivation 

in the context of critical thinking is the tendency to prefer information that is consistent with an existing 

worldview, and to avoid or derogate uncongenial information (defense motivation). Defense motivation 

prevents an open-minded and well-informed view on a state of affairs. Based on the literature, I propose 

a distinction between four types of bias that can be related to defense motivation. First, there is a strong 

tendency to select congenial over uncongenial information, for instance in information seeking 

(congeniality bias; Hart et al., 2009). Second, while learners often scrutinize uncongenial information 

and seek for flaws in it (a sign of critical thinking), they fail to show a similar scrutiny with regard to 

congenial information which is often accepted at face value (disconfirmation bias; Buttliere & Buder, 

2017). Third, information processing is often colored by the activation of stereotyped thought about 

persons (Greenwald et al., 2002). This can also introduce bias. And fourth, as people strongly identify 

with particular social groups, they also exhibit a tendency to favor their ingroup and/or derogate 

outgroup members (intergroup bias; Mackie & Smith, 1998).   

3. Debiasing Techniques

From reviewing the literature, I propose four general classes of debiasing techniques. The first 

technique is reframing. For instance, framing the Wason card selection task in a social context can 

prompt non-confirmatory strategies of hypothesis testing. Moreover, the congeniality bias can be 

reduced by framing the importance of identifying a correct solution (Hart et al., 2009). A second 

technique involves eliciting elaboration. For instance, asking people to provide reasons for their 

attitudes makes people question their beliefs and is associated with more critical evaluation of congenial 

information (Wilson, Hodges, & LaFleur, 1995). Moreover, simple prompts like “consider the 

opposite” can have debiasing effects (Lord, Lepper, & Preston, 1984). The third technique is exposure 

to uncongeniality. Coming into contact with uncongenial information, meeting with outgroup members, 

or requesting learners to take a counter-attitudinal stance are known to reduce strong attitudes, 

stereotypic thinking, and intergroup bias (e.g., Pettigrew, 1998). Finally, the fourth technique is 

enhancing the salience of uncongenial viewpoints. This can be accomplished through a focus on 

uncongenial information of high quality (Hart et al., 2009), or through uncongenial social 

recommendations (Schwind, Buder, Cress, & Hesse, 2012).  

4. Technological Design for Debiasing

All four debiasing techniques lead to considerations for technological design. First, reframing a task can 

be accomplished by the provision of instructions which can then engender debiased mindsets. 

Technological design should be informed by knowledge about the subtle effects that reframing can have 

on critical thinking. Second, elaboration of information can be elicited through situationally adapted 

prompts, or by reminding learners of the use of particular strategies (e.g., Berthold, Nückles & Renkl, 

2007). Digital technologies are particularly suited to identify situations which would require the 

elicitation of prompts, for example via learning analytics. Third, digital environments can be designed 

to engender coming into contact with controversial viewpoints, for instance through two-sided 

representational formats (Hart et al., 2009). Alternatively, through proper selection of learning partners 

in a CSCL scenario it could be ensured that learners will come into contact with uncongenial 

viewpoints, thus fostering controversies. And fourth, there are strategies to make uncongenial 

information more salient. One of these strategies is to request learners to rate their discussion 

contributions on an agreement dimension, and visualizing discussion posts via a group awareness tool 
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(Buder, Schwind, Rudat, & Bodemer (2015). Another strategy that has been shown to improve critical 

thinking is to recommend preference-inconsistent rather than preference-consistent information in a 

recommender system (Schwind et al., 2012). 

5. Concluding Remark

Critical thinking is a key skill not only for many learning contexts, but also in a broader sense of 

becoming an informed citizen. However, in order to become adept at critical thinking learners need to 

overcome some cognitive and social biases. Psychological research has identified a number of biases, 

but also pointed at several ways how biases can be counteracted. Through proper technological design, 

debiasing strategies can be implemented, thus helping learners to act in a clear, rational, open-minded 

and well-informed manner that has been the hallmark of critical thinking. 
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